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LIFE OF A FLOWERING PLANT
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BIOLOGY: INTEGRATING VISUAL INFORMATION

In “Spice It Up!” (p. 14), you read about the origin of several spices used in gingerbread. Many spices come from 
different types of angiosperms, or fl owering plants. The diagram below shows how these plants survive and reproduce 
using specialized structures. Use the information in the diagram and the article to answer the questions that follow.
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QUESTIONS
1. What is the function of a plant’s stamen? How does the 
stamen’s structure support that function? 

2. From what part of the plant is ginger derived? What is 
that part’s function?

3. Cinnamon comes from the bark of a fl owering tree. How 
do you think bark helps the tree survive?

4. You read that nutmeg comes from the seed of a 
fl owering tree. In your own words, explain how new nutmeg 
seeds form.   

5. Choose two spices from the article that are derived 
from different plant structures. Describe each structure and 
explain how it supports the plant’s survival or reproduction.

STRUCTURE 
OF AN 
ANGIOSPERM

STAMEN
a long stalk that is the 
male part of the plant

FLOWERS
the reproductive structures 

on angiosperms

ROOTS
absorb water and 
minerals from the soil

ANTHER
the top part of the stamen, 

which produces pollen, 
the male reproductive cells 

PETALS
colorful, fragrant parts 
of flowers that attract 

pollinators, like insects
OVARY
the center of a flower, where 
egg cells are produced

CARPEL
flask-shaped structure 
enclosing the ovary

STIGMA
sticky structure on the top of 
the carpel that traps pollen

STYLE
transports pollen grains downward to 
join with the egg cell in the ovary

SEED EMBRYO
forms from the 
fertilized egg

FRUIT
forms from the tissue around growing 
seeds. When the seeds of an eaten fruit 
fall on the ground, sometimes in animal 
waste, they can grow into a new plant.

LEAVES
contain specialized 
cells that produce sugar 
through photosynthesis STEM

contains specialized 
tissues that transport 
water and food 
through the plant
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